Rigid Industries police, fire, first responder, military, and EMS
LED lights have an advantage over strobe and rotating light
bars by being extremely durable and having extended lifespans.
Traditional light bars often have lights with filaments in them.
These filaments can burn out or shake loose over time. LED light
bars do not have these problems. The lifespan is three times
greater than traditional lights. Additionally, our lights have 100%
On/Off performance with no warm-up time.

e-series
sr-series

E-Series High Intensity LED Lights are the perfect
solution for your safety needs. Our reliable and
powerful light bars are ideal for any police, fire, or
military use.

q-series
Designed specifically to
function in any environment
and withstand any abuse.
Available in a 7,000 lumen
Hybrid model or 9,000 lumen
Specter model with diffused
lens options. This light is big,
bright, and heavy duty.

d-series

The Dually and D2 lights are the brightest auxiliary
light available to date. While small and compact, these
3”x3” LED lights still produce up to 3096 lumens.

a-series
Rigid’s A-Series™ LED accessory light is small, yet versatile
and effective. Though compact, the A-Series™ emits up
to 400 lumens. Available in several different colors and
housing variations. This can be used as a marker or for
warning lights. Also a great choice as a dome light or for
compartment and tool box lighting.

srm & srq
Housed in one of the smallest and lightest fixtures ever
produced. This compact LED light can be mounted in
virtually any location and can project almost 1,000 feet
with Hybrid Spot optics or produce an unbelievable
3096 raw lumens with Specter Driving optics.

Brow
Mounts
Rigid Industries® Brow
Mount bracketry provides a
straightforward solution for fire
apparatus high output lighting
needs. Engineered to fit up to
two Rigid SR-Series light bars or
one Rigid E-Series™ light bar, the
Brow Mount tabs utilize a through
bolt system for simple installation.
Available in black or white.
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